
 

  DATE                    NAME                                                                         FORM 8   
 

 

  LISTENING COMPREHENSION   (THE SECOND TERM) 
VARIANT 1 

1. Imagine you are a visitor at Disney World in California.  

 Listen to the tour guide talking about Mickey Mouse and complete the 

 sentences. 
1) the year in which Gertie the Dinosaur first appeared on the screen     

2) the last year Walt Disney gave Mickey Mouse his own voice      

3) the year of the first black and white Mickey Mouse film production     

4) the number of films in which Mickey Mouse has starred       

5) the number of famous characters who joined Mickey in his films     

 

 

2. Listen again and decide if the statements are true or false. 

 True False 

1) Mickey Mouse was the first cartoon character in cinema history.   

2) Mickey Mouse never looked the same.   

3) Walt Disney drew Mickey Mouse himself.   

4) Many people worked on Mickey Mouse's personality and behaviour.   

5) Adults didn't like the first black and white Mickey Mouse cartoon.   

 

 

3. You will hear four different speakers talking about problems they have when  

 travelling. For speakers 1-4 choose from the list A-E which statement applies  

 to each speaker. There is one extra statement that you do not need to use. 
 

 

A) This speaker always thinks she needs more than she actually does. 

B) This speaker doesn't like making arrangement beforehand. 

C) This speaker dislikes hotels. 

D) This speaker isn't careful with her money. 

E) This speaker never gives himself enough time to prepare for a trip. 
 

Speaker 1     

Speaker 2    

Speaker 3     

Speaker 4                                                                MARK:           / 12 
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  LISTENING COMPREHENSION (THE SECOND TERM) 

VARIANT 2 
 

1. Imagine you are a visitor at Disney World in California.  

 Listen to the guide talking about Mickey Mouse and complete the sentences. 
 

1) the funniest cartoon characters in children's movies     ………………  

2) the greatest cartoon-maker in cinema history      ………………  

3) people who worked on Mickey Mouse's personality and character ………………  

4) the number of films in which Mickey Mouse has starred    ………………  

5) the number of famous characters who joined Mickey in his films   ………………  

 

2. Listen again and decide if the statements are true or false. 

 True False 

1) Mickey Mouse was the second character in cinema history   

2) Mickey Mouse always looked the same.   

3) Walt Disney couldn't draw Mickey Mouse himself.   

4) Adults didn't like the first black and white Mickey Mouse cartoon. 
 
  

5) Mickey Mouse has become an international cartoon superstar.   

 

 

3. You will hear four different speakers talking about problems they have when 

 travelling. For speakers 1-4 choose from the list A-E which statement  applies  

 to each speaker. There is one extra statement that you do not need to use. 

 

A) This speaker is usually short of money during her journey. 

B) This speaker never travels by trains. 

C) This speaker never prepares for a trip in time. 

D) This speaker dislikes planning his trip carefully. 

E) This speaker always takes useless things with her on her journey. 

 

Speaker 1   

Speaker 2   

Speaker 3     

Speaker 4      

 MARK:           / 12 
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